KEYNOTES:

1. RACO #258 J-BOX W/ RACO #832 BLANK COVER PLATE.
2. 1" EMT CONDUIT TO NEW WIREWAY LOCATED IN HALLWAY CEILING SPACE, ROUTE ABOVE EXISTING ACOUSTIC CEILING TILE OR TIGHT TO FIXED TILE CEILING AND SUPPORT AS REQUIRED.
3. RACO #2084 ONE HOLE EMT STRAP AS REQUIRED (TYPICAL).
4. WIREMOLD V-2444-2 TWO GANG SURFACE MOUNTED OUTLET BOX. PROVIDE PULL STRING FROM OUTLET TO WIREWAY. SECURE AT BOTH ENDS.
5. 1" EMT CONDUIT SURFACE MOUNTED. RUN CONDUIT TIGHT TO WALL WITH BOX OFFSETS AT JUNCTION BOXES AND OUTLET BOX.
6. RACO #2904 1" EMT COMPRESSION TYPE CONNECTOR.

GENERAL NOTES:

1. CEILING HEIGHT MAY VARY FROM ROOM TO ROOM.
2. USE COMPRESSION COUPLINGS AND CONNECTORS FOR EMT CONDUIT.
3. ALL BOXES TO BE MOUNTED SUCH THAT SCREW HOLES FOR INSTALL KITS ARE AT TOP AND BOTTOM OF BOX IN ORDER FOR INSTALL KITS TO BE MOUNTED VERTICALLY. THIS MAY REQUIRE DRILLING A NEW HOLE IN OUTLET BOX FOR CONDUIT PENETRATION.
4. NO MORE THAN TWO (2) 90 DEGREE TURNS SHALL EXIST BETWEEN BOXES OR BETWEEN JUNCTION BOXES AND END OF CONDUIT. NO "LB" TYPE JOINTS WILL BE ALLOWED.
5. FIRESTOP FIRE-RATED CONSTRUCTION IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE UL-LISTED THROUGH PENETRATION FIRESTOP DETAILS SHOWN ON THE DRAWINGS. FIRESTOP NON-FIRE-RATED CONSTRUCTION IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE N.C. STATE BUILDING CODE. SEE UL PENETRATION DETAILS, FIRESTOPPING DETAIL SHEET.
6. PROVIDE PULL STRINGS BETWEEN PULLING POINTS. SECURE AT BOTH ENDS.